An intein-cassette integration approach used for the generation of a split TEV protease activated by conditional protein splicing.
Ligand-induced conditional protein splicing (CPS) using a split intein allows the covalent reconstitution of a protein from two polypeptide fragments. The small molecule rapamycin binds to the fused FKBP and FRB dimerizer domains and thereby induces folding of the split intein, which then removes itself in the trans-splicing reaction. CPS has great potential for the experimental control of protein activity in living cells, however, only one such example was reported yet. This discrepancy is due to the challenging reconstitution of a protein from two inactive fragments because of folding, stability, and solubility issues. Moreover, in CPS the split intein must be active in the specific sequence context. We here report the novel concept, design, and application of a CPS cassette for facile target gene modification to identify active split intein insertion sites. The CPS cassette encodes the split intein and dimerizer domain gene fragments as well as a selectable genetic marker for yeast. The addition of short sequences in the PCR-amplification of the CPS cassette allowed its site-specific insertion into the target gene by homologous recombination. Our approach thus avoids the extensive DNA cloning steps typically required. By this strategy, we identified two CPS variants of the tobacco etch virus (TEV) protease that are conditionally activated by rapamycin in yeast and we show their potential for the manipulation of intracellular proteins through proteolysis events. Our results suggest that more proteins will be amenable to CPS control and that intein cassette integration is a powerful tool for the development of such conditional variants as well as for other application of cis- and trans-splicing inteins.